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EGP + CPM
= a POWERFUL
solution!
EGP. Excel Global Partners is a business consulting firm that
offers custom-tailored services for your organization. These
solutions fit your business’ unique needs and drive success
at all stages of the growth cycle. EGP offers a track record
of results that is best suited not just for today but also for
tomorrow, from reviewing your current systems to knowing
where your organization is headed. EGP will help you through
efficient design and implementation with an award-winning
blend of comprehensive technical understanding of the best
solutions in corporate performance management (CPM).

Our corporate experience also enables us to link end-user
needs with technological resources - we have the expertise
to bridge the gap between financial services, accounting,
and IT.
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Value Add ons. Clients that are already using OneStream and
want to add additional functionality can call on EGP to jump
in and assist with future phases, whether it is phase 2, 3, and
on, we can quickly assess the need. This can be an as needed
basis, to allow our clients to fit the additional functionality
build in between their heavy workloads. We can help you
to recognize your investment by expanding and enabling
OneStream to encompass more.
Customized Solutions. We listen to our customers at EGP. Our
technological expertise, our understanding of CPM trends,
best practices, and worldwide experience in companies
throughout the globe complement this strategy. The overall
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your organization’s sustainability and value. Our expert
consultants provide training on a vast selection at numerous
levels. We can develop and/or deliver - you decide!

EGP Service Offerings:
System Evaluation & Selection
Implementation & Design
EGP Power Assessment
Your Power Hour
Client Power Play
Specialized Training
Outsourced Administration
System & Data Integration
Reporting Design & Rollout
Application Phase Enhancements
OneStream. EGP collaborates with OneStream to unify
finance processes and help organizations move beyond
spreadsheets and legacy applications. We at EGP help
businesses in overcoming complexity so that finance can
lead at speed and unleash their full potential.
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